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5G cellular network performance is evolving rapidly across the 
globe. Over a six-month period, local testing has shown new 
levels of performance in both indoor and outdoor 5G networks. 
5G is maturing and beginning to deliver on its promise of 1 Gbps 
download speeds. 

Cellular performance remains varied across the globe, but the 
overall trend is toward higher speeds, lower latencies, and 
greater resiliency in cellular networks. 5G is ramping up in 2023 
and showing the viability of fixed wireless access as a simple, 
efficient, and reliable alternative to broadband or other 
terrestrial network infrastructure.   

While the mobile industry hasn’t quite entered the gigabit era, there is potential to deliver 
enterprise-grade fixed wireless access solutions. Upload speeds are beginning to demonstrate 
greater peak performance while latency is falling. 

Research firm MarketAndMarkets expects the global 5G fixed wireless access market to be worth 
$29.4 billion in 2023 and will reach $153.0 billion by 2028, growing at a compound annual growth 
rate (CAGR) of 39.0 percent during the forecast period. It notes, “The growth of the 5G fixed 
wireless access market is expected to be driven by the increased wireless network capacity and 
high speed offered by high-frequency millimeter waves.” 

The need for new intelligence 

Creating a roadmap for 5G adoption requires local intelligence combined with a global 
perspective on the development and deployment of 5G. Enterprises that have a view of cellular 
options locally can make decisions about the best technology to adopt to serve their needs today 
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while ensuring they are ready for 5G in the future. When they have an accurate understanding 
of cellular performance, they can make the right choices for their organization and ensure that 
they are 5G-ready when it is available.     

New intelligence is essential for deploying fixed wireless access solutions and maximizing the 
value of cellular services across enterprise organizations. The opportunity for fixed wireless is 
growing due to improvements in networking technology, its economic feasibility, and increased 
government funding, as well as its ability to serve overlooked or difficult-to-reach markets. The 
continual growth of 5G deployments by mobile network operators (MNO) means that enterprises 
can adopt fixed wireless today and migrate to 5G as and when it is deployed in their area of 
operation. 

So far, enterprises have relied on their MNO to offer fixed wireless, but these offerings only 
include the MNO’s network services. Enterprises only see the capabilities of a single network 
when there could be a multitude of high-performance options available.     

Enterprises need better upload speeds  

Hyper-asymmetric connections continue to be the predominant focus when looking at 5G 
performance. These connections are dialed up to ensure consumer use cases are supported. 
Enterprises, on the other hand, require more symmetrical connections with upload speeds being 
critical to the day-to-day running of business applications. With an increasing amount of data 
being run through the cloud by consumers and businesses every day, 5G performance must 
exceed its predecessors and meet the demand of an always-on world. 

According to CELLSMART’s Global Cellular Performance Survey, real-world testing shows new 
peak download and upload speeds on 5G networks. The industry is on the cusp of the gigabit era 
in cellular networks with these speeds moving from the lab to field in 2023. To make informed 
decisions about 5G and broadband access, enterprises must understand hyper localization and 
signal penetration, and build an on-the-ground knowledge of cellular networking options. To 
simplify this process, they can integrate a service provider partner into their operations who can 
advise on the  

best networks to create real business impact and achieve long-term goals. Fixed wireless access 
can be delivered in days rather than weeks, making it an agile, flexible, and versatile technology. 
It is a disruptive solution that has proved it can be a true broadband replacement. It also has the 
ability to capture broadband speeds that fixed-line services can’t reach, making it a more 
cohesive and one-stop-shop approach. 

Global 5G growth 

5G network performance has come a long way over the last 12 months. Real-world testing shows 
new peak download and upload speeds on 5G networks. The industry is on the cusp of the gigabit 
era in cellular networks with these speeds moving from the lab to field in 2023. 
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The CELLSMART Global Survey results found:     

• Peak 5G download speeds are delivering nearly 1 Gbps with the top five download speeds 
exceeding 780 Mbps in outdoor tests.    

• Peak 5G upload speeds have increased by 35 percent, from 109 Mbps (Netherlands) to 
146.75 Mbps (US) in outdoor tests.  

• Tests run in Norway and the Philippines had outdoor speed tests that showed latency of 
less than 10ms, followed closely by the US (10ms), China (11ms), and France (11ms).  

• 5G is still providing hyper-asymmetrical test results with an average outdoor download 
speed of 210.05 Mbps versus 26.78 Mbps outdoor upload speed.   

The survey results revealed the global average outdoor download speed for 5G is 210.05 Mbps, 
compared to 182.46 Mbps indoors. 5G download speeds show a significant improvement over 
4G with an increase of 486.57 percent (outdoor) and 694 percent (indoor).  

Average upload speeds continue to lag behind download speeds with almost no improvement 
from 4G to 5G in indoor tests. Both 4G and 5G upload speeds remain significantly lower than 
download speeds. 5G upload speeds as a percentage of download speeds are 17 percent, 
compared to 74 percent on 4G. Download and upload speeds remain hyper-asymmetrical in 5G, 
which needs to improve to support enterprise use cases.   

The survey results also revealed how latency is impacted in indoor settings, with average 5G 
latency being 14.58ms lower indoors than outdoors. These results show the impact of latency on 
5G connectivity indoors is less than would have been expected. With faster connectivity indoors, 
fixed wireless access can have real business impact on enterprise applications that we have not 
seen before.  

Beyond the gigabit era 

It is likely that we will begin to see consistent 1 Gbps results in 2023. This will be a milestone for 
both 5G and the entire mobile industry. As download speeds continue to increase, we anticipate 
upload speeds to rise, especially as fixed wireless access becomes increasingly recognized as a 
revenue driver and margin opportunity. Over time, there will be greater emphasis on the B2B 
opportunity in 5G and in turn, upload speeds will become a greater priority. 

We are beginning to see adoption of fixed wireless access by carriers in the US. This is expected 
to cascade through Europe throughout 2023 as they take advantage of the opportunity in fixed 
wireless access based on the cellular networks available. 

As the industry enters the gigabit era, the cellular landscape is as diverse as it has ever been. 
Download speeds are showing new peaks while upload speeds still need to catch up. The only 
thing that is certain is that cellular intelligence provides clarity in a rapidly changing market. 
Accurate local intelligence enables service providers to adopt and deploy the right solutions at 
the right time using the right local network. 
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